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Abstract— Over the last decade, news media on the Internet
have been developing at a high pace. The latest advances in
information technology have helped to influence the growth of
the number of people searching for information from their
mobile devices. On the other hand, the risk of incorrect or false
information spreading has also become higher. This problem is
serious on social media and users need to distinguish between
what is true and what is false. Meaningful tools to support
them are strongly demanded in today’s society. In this paper,
we discuss the implementation of a tool that helps users find
real news on the Internet. The key feature is to encourage users
to look at the information from an objective perspective. To
achieve this, an approach based on the idea of the “metasearch
engine” can be applied. Although the popularity of this
instrument has declined since the rise of Google, the
mechanism itself is effective in preserving the neutrality of
search results.

In a modern highly mobile society, people of any age
tend to use a smartphone for lots of different actions, such as
making phone calls, taking pictures, communicating with
peers via messenger app, searching for information in a
browser, purchasing goods online, and writing blogs. The
main tendency in this communication is to use one
application. For many users, Facebook or Google are used.
These information instruments analyze a user’s query and
provide relevant ads. Utilizing the same approach, they may
hide key documents that are important for the user. This
altering of the results may influence the view of the users on
news stories, politicians, etc. Search engines may influence
users in the decision-making process during election
campaigns. Traditional search engines are not independent
judges of document quality and hearings in the US Congress
in December 2018 [17] illustrate this conclusion.
Increasing plurality in the search results and reducing
biased searches is the main goal in our development. To
achieve this, the proposed tool works in the manner of the
metasearch engine [4] to propagate the user query to several
general search engines. The merging mechanism should
place representatives retrieved by these search engines on the
first output page within the search results.
We discuss a practical method to implement this. We
expect this tool to be helpful for users who want to find real
news related to their information needs. The real vision of
events, facts, etc. can be created by the user from the
different pieces of information like a mosaic. These pieces of
information will be created by the proposed tool.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we look over other publications in this area. In
Section III, we discuss how to develop the tool using the
mechanism of the metasearch engine. In Section IV, we
specify the requirements for the development, and report the
current progress in Section V. In Section VI, we illustrate the
usage scenario that we expect by using an example. We
explain the difficulties in the development in Section VII.
The concluding remarks are in Section VIII.
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Nowadays, the impact of the information provided by
online news media on users is growing with a rapid increase
in the number of people owning a mobile device. The largest
portion of this growth is in the younger generation
(Generation Z) because they are growing up in a highly
sophisticated technological environment and becoming
familiar with computers, specifically smartphones [1]. Most
tend to satisfy their information needs through Internet media
on their smartphones. In other words, they are living in the
environment where they can always access the latest
information sources. On the other hand, the risk of false
information spreading on the Internet is growing because of
the specific characteristics of online media: uncertainty and
lack of responsibility for information sources, and the high
speed of information delivery to recipients.
This situation has attracted scientists’ attention since the
US election in 2016 [2]. According to [3], more than 27
percent of American people who have the right to vote
visited at least one website with fake news during that
election campaign. The report also mentioned that social
media, especially Facebook, played an integral role in
exposing people to fake news. This means the issue of fake
news is now a serious social problem that affects both
politics and economics on a large scale. Tools to help users
recognize and reject false information are strongly
demanded.
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II.

RELATED WORK

To see the bigger picture of the mass media news area,
Yap et al. [5] presents and roughly classify solutions for the
problem of fake news into two categories: proactive and
reactive variants. Their final goal is the same: to minimize
the effect of fake news. According to the proactive solutions,
the study above explains that Internet users should educate
themselves about the existence of fake news, and it is
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effective if they validate news by finding at least two or
more sources to check the credibility of the researched
information.
Klyuev [6] proposes an approach using the mechanism of
the metasearch engine to simply provide the needed
information to users. It can be an efficient way to allow
mobile device users, who are the main players in the
searching process, to have the information on their mobile
device.
For the reactive solutions, as a major approach to
curbing the expansion of misinformation especially on
social networks, the most needed task is to identify the
articles that require fact checking. Tschiatschek et al. [7]
illustrate the possible approaches of detection using crowd
signals: users vote for the candidates of online articles
needing to be checked. Kim et al. [8] discuss the crowdpowered solution and presents an algorithm to assist in the
decision-making processes. Also, the study by Reis et al. [9]
discusses the system that successfully predicts the articles to
be validated at an acceptable accuracy by clarifying the
features of detection. However, it also points out that the
final judgment depends on an expert. If the article is about
sensitive issues such as politics, the decision is an even
tougher task. This means that automating the process will be
difficult, and the efficiency as a solution is limited in
practice.
In this work, we focus on the approach to give an
unbiased perspective to the users and propose a concrete
schema of the tool that implements the mechanism of the
metasearch engine. Its main idea is presented in [6].
III.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

To design the system, we extend the proposition
presented in [6]. The approach presents the following
filtering schema for the search results.
 Only textual data are used as result items;
 The result items are classified into encyclopedias,
famous news agencies, online newspapers, portals,
and blogs, by matching the URL to the prepared list
of news agencies and newspapers or by analyzing
the content of the documents;
 The maximum number of result documents has the
following limitations: no more than 9; the result
should include an encyclopedia and 2 items for each
category mentioned above;
 The latest documents (in terms of time) should be
selected if there is more than one document from the
same source;
 Previous steps form the pool of documents. The final
list for presenting is created by picking up one or
two documents of each category from the pool;
 The ranks of documents given by the search engines
should also be reflected in the presented search
results. They should be ordered randomly when
multiple documents have the same rank.
This work defines the filtering schema for mobile devices
and computers with a powerful CPU, by considering the
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difference of computing speed and response time. If the
device is the computer equipped with high computational
ability, the following step is added to the schema.
 Selection of highest-ranked and lowest-ranked
documents is carried out if two or more documents
are from the same source or the same category.
All search result items are shown on the screen after this
selection process. They are ordered according to the ranks
assigned to each document.
A different application will be used for mobile devices
and PCs, with high processing ability, and the application
will work as a stand-alone system. In other words, the
applications can work without any server running the
service. The program on the devices sends the query, collects
and then orders the search results on the device. This
explains the necessity to use different schemas for mobile
devices and PCs.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

The data process in this application consists of three
layers: metasearch, selection of the result items to be
presented, and presentation of the chosen information.
A. Metasearch Layer
According to [10], the metasearch engine’s systems can
be classified as follows.
 Real: They are similar to traditional search engines
and work on the server.
 Semi-pseudo: They propagate queries to multiple
search engines and present the results grouped by
engines in a scrollable easy to read list.
 Pseudo: They open multiple search engine pages
simultaneously in multiple browser windows/
frames.
 Client-side: Their components reside on a user’s
machine.
Although it needs frequent updating and client software
installation, here we adopt the client-side metasearch
approach because it is assumed that the form of online native
applications for mobile devices is required by users ([11]
reports that mobile Internet has grown more than 500% in
daily media consumption since 2011).
To implement this part, we utilize the method of scraping
in programming. Beautifulsoup [12] is one useful library to
realize the scraping from multiple search systems. The
created program sends requests to the predefined search
engines, which include Google, Yahoo! and Bing. To send
the query to these search engines, we need to prepare the
methods that correspond with each engine to retrieve the
search result pages. For example, in the case of Yahoo!, the
search result page can be obtained by requesting the URL,
"https://search.yahoo.com/search?p=[keyword]". When users
send multiple keywords, the program needs to combine the
words with '+'. The following example illustrates this:
"hongkong+protest". After receiving the search result page,
the HTML parser retrieves the needed elements for each
result item on the page, such as the document (Web page)
title, URL, page description, and rank in the search result.
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Classification
ifdomainofthedocumentURLisoneofencyclopedia
encyclopediacategoryappenddocument
elseifdomainofthedocumentURLisinfamousagenciesdomainlist
famousnewsagenciesdocumentscategoryappenddocument
elseifdomainofthedocumentURLisinonlineagenciesdomainlist
onlinenewsagenciesdocumentscategoryappenddocument
elseifdocumentsourceisspecifiedasportal
portalcategoryappenddocument
else
blogscategoryappenddocument

Figure 1. Pseudo-code for the classification

The program packs a set of this documented information as
the result item object and goes to the analyzing step of the
layer. In the analyzing step, it classifies each document into 5
categories (as mentioned in the previous section) and carries
it to the next layer. The pseudo-code for this process is
shown in Figure 1.
To specify whether the specific document is classified as
"Portal" or "Blog", the program checks the content of the
item. If the document is installed by the owner, it is
classified as the item from a portal. In other cases, it is
considered a blog item. The lists of famous news agencies,
online newspaper agencies, and encyclopedia for source
specifications are created in advance. They can be edited by
the user. The domain part of the source URL and the page
descriptions are the important factors in this classification.
B. Selection of the Result Items to be Presented to the User
This layer is the key part of the application. It works for
choosing the information to be presented to the user. The
Selection
forallcategoriesexceptencyclopedia
ifthecategoryhasmultipleitemswhichhavethesamedomain
forduplicatedsourceofitems
ifprogramforMobileDevice
latestpickthelatestitem
removeallothers
putlatestbacktocategory
else
highpickthehighest-rankeditem
lowpickthelowest-rankeditem
removeallothers
puthighandlowbacktocategory

resultlistappenditemrandomlypickedfromencyclopediacategory

forallcategoriesexceptencyclopedia
ifthenumberofitemsinthecategoryis
resultlistappendtheiteminthecategory
else
ifprogramforMobileDevice
resultlistappenditemsrandomly
pickedfromthecategory
else
highpickthehighest-rankediteminthecategory
lowpickthelowest-rankediteminthecategory
resultlistappendhighandlow
returnresultlist


Figure 2. Pseudo-code for the selection
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following concrete method is necessary to get a maximum of
9 items: an encyclopedia page, 2 items from famous news
agencies, 2 from online newspapers, 2 from portals, and 2
from blogs. Also, as mentioned in the previous section, the
method chooses 2 items in the case of a PC if multiple
documents are presented from the same source or belonging
to the same category. Fixing the numbers mentioned above is
carried out by analyzing ordinary users’ behavior: most users
look only at the first page. If they are not satisfied with the
results of the search, they change the query. The number of
documents presented to the user by general purpose search
engines is in the range of 10 to 15. To increase the polarity of
views on the topic of user interests, the method selects two
documents from each category: they have the highest and
lowest ranks in the retrieved set. This process is shown in
Figure 2.
In the case of mobile devices, selection from the same
source is completed by choosing the latest document. Yet, in
the case of a computer with high processing ability, the
process is more complicated: it selects 2 items with the
highest rank and the lowest rank. For example, in the case of
3 Web documents published by the BBC: news A with rank
1, news B with rank 1, and news C with rank 3 are classified
in the "items from famous news agencies" category. It picks
up A or B randomly and C is added as the second item from
this class.
C. Presentation of Chosen Information
Finally, the aforementioned items are presented to the
user on the screen. In particular, the interfaces are different
on mobile devices to the display on a PC. It is more desirable
to prepare optimal presentation format (character size, size of
the description text, back/ forward functions, etc.)
appropriate to the assumed display size. The responsive
design technology should be applied for this purpose.
V.

CURRENT PROGRESS

By the time of submission of this paper, we have realized
the stage of obtaining the search results, classification and
function to select the result items.
To retrieve the search results from several search
engines, we use a Python library, Beautifulsoup [12], and
APIs from third parties.
The classification of blogs and portals is specified by
their URLs. For example, if the document is provided by
predefined domains, such as "news.yahoo.com", the item is
classified as a portal document. The function to check its
content is under development because the formats of the
documents on the search results depend on the publishers.
For the selection method, the app preserves the ranks in
the search result given by each engine. It also checks the
published date of the document. However, this part is not yet
complete. We need to consider how to manage items without
any date information. The presentation layer is planned to be
ready after solving all of the aforementioned issues.
VI.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate the implemented features, we illustrate
the outcomes of the system using an example scenario:
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presented to the user is random after arranging the
documents by publication date. The accuracy of the
calculation level and the output level of the application for
mobile devices should be adjusted after tests on real devices.
VII. DISCUSSION

Figure 3. Example output for mobile devices with the query
“Iran nuclear deal”

Figure 4. Example output for powerful computers with the query
“Iran nuclear deal”

results for the query "Iran nuclear deal". The output for the
query on mobile devices and for powerful computers is
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. There are 41 items
collected including duplicate items: 6 from Bing, 15 from
Yandex, 10 from Yahoo! and 10 from DuckDuckGo. Table
I shows the classification of documents obtained (uncounted
items are non-textual sources, such as YouTube links). The
“Blogs” category is retrieved with the predefined set of
URLs. Overall, the result pages look balanced compared to
every source search system. The outcome may be even
better if the sources of search include diverse types of
engines.
TABLE I.
Docs class
No. of items

RETRIEVED RESULTS FOR THE EXAMPLE QUERY
Encyclo
-pedia

4

Famous
News
Agencies

Online
News
Papers

Portal
Websites

Blogs

18

7

8

2

The implicit limitation is that this selection criteria does
not always reflect the importance of documents presented by
search engines, especially for results on mobile devices.
There is a search result item entitled "Iran nuclear deal: Key
details – BBC News". It is retrieved by all 4 systems and
classified as the "Document from famous news media".
However, the result for mobile devices does not include the
item in this trial because the final selection of the items to be
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Scraping is implemented for Yahoo!, Bing, Yandex and
DuckDuckGo. We have difficulty with this phase for Google
and Baidu: Google officially prohibits the computational
scraping of search results. Although there are several APIs to
scrape the search results from Google published on GitHub,
most of them do not work correctly because Google also
takes measures against scraping actions.
Baidu is another search engine of this kind. All of the
links written on the results page are URLs to the Baidu
server. All of the original URLs on the results page are
stored in the Baidu database and users need to request the
real ones by accessing the URL on the Baidu server. To
incorporate Baidu in our metasearch subsystem safely, we
need to find another way to retrieve these links.
Another problem is the weight of the search result items
obtained from search engines. Right now, we consider the 6
main search engines: Google, Bing, Yahoo!, Baidu, Yandex,
and DuckDuckGo. They have the most search engine market
share in the world. However, not all of them provide the
actual search engine system which crawls the Web. For
example, Yahoo! uses Bing as the source to present its
search results [13][14] and Yahoo! Japan switched its search
technology to use Google [15]. If several search engines
present the result items from the same source and our system
evaluates them equally, the results from one engine may
skew the search results. To develop the tool to work
correctly, we need to remove these duplicated items from the
search engine list or reduce the weighting for such items.
The way to evaluate the quality of the search outcomes is
one of the foreseen difficulties. The metasearch system gives
users less-biased search results. Hence, the advantage of this
application for mobile and PC devices is in the relatively
better neutrality of search results. Normally, the measure
TREC-Style Average Precision (TSAP) [16] is used to
evaluate the score by analyzing the relevance of the top N
result items as a traditional way to assess the performance of
the search engine. The points to quantify are not only the
relevance of the search results to the intention of the given
query, but also the fairness of the given results. In other
words, we require a method that evaluates the bias affecting
the search results or different ways to penetrate opinions in
the result items. This is especially true when the searched
issue is about politics: the presented results should include as
many views as possible. The computational indicator should
thus evaluate the obtained results objectively. Still, in many
studies this process depends on experts’ judgments in
practice.
VIII. CONCLUSION
To develop a practical approach to discover real news on
the Internet, the implementation of information retrieval
from multiple search engines, classification, and the
selection layer are reported as a work in progress. There are
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general and technical problems with compiling search
results. Still, the discussion on how to deal with the search
platforms having the same search system is also insufficient.
The next step in the development of the classification
layer is to classify the items in the portals and blogs
categories. We consider the general factors of the documents
or domains, such as the amount of text, grammar, functional
contents on the page, and so on.
Finally, the assessment method for the whole work
including the evaluation of neutrality of the search result
content is needed. We look forward to identifying a measure
to determine the score of the approach comprehensively.
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